A comparison of the lengths of androgen receptor triplet repeats in brain and blood in motor neuron diseases.
Expansions of triplet repeats are found in a number of neurodegenerative conditions, and different tissues in the same person can have varying repeat lengths. In Kennedy disease, motor neuron loss is due to expansion of the CAG repeat length in the androgen receptor gene (AR). We hypothesised that patients with other sporadic motor neuron diseases could have AR expansions that were restricted to CNS tissue. We measured the AR triplet repeat length in DNA extracted from the brains of 23 patients with sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (SALS) and 3 with sporadic progressive muscular atrophy (SPMA). Paired blood samples were available in 15 patients to look for blood-brain differences in CAG repeat length. No CAG expansions in the Kennedy disease range were found in the SALS or SPMA brains. Furthermore, no brain-blood differences were found in the lengths of AR triplet repeats. Brain AR repeat length was not associated with the duration, or age or site of onset, of disease. The findings indicate that a brain-specific expansion of AR triplet repeats is unlikely to underlie motor neuron loss in SALS or SPMA.